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Patterns of Word €hanges
ln this lesson you wilr examine 

!h.e 
way suffixes affect a word,s meaning. Thenyou will explore the. ways in which you€an often use your tamitiarity with onewo.rd to figure out the likely meaning of an unfamiliur *ora with the same rootor base.

How Suffixes Affect Meaning
A suffix is a word part added to the end of a base word or root that modifies itsmeaning in some way..The way it modifies a word,s ,"uning may be u.rf itignt,as when an -s is added to a noun to make it prurar, 

"ir" -"a is added to a verbto make it past tense. such word parts are so common that you hardly evennotice them as suffixes.

Another common use of suffixes is to change a word,s part of speech. somesuffixes, such as -tion and -ful, are so common and familiar that you probablyimmediately understand their use in forming nouns and adjectives. papurotion,
demonstration, and attraction are all nouns. Hopeful, cheerful, and fearful areall adjectives.

often, you can often use your familiarity with certain suffixes to figure out quitea bit about the meanings of unfamiliar words that include those suffixes. Thereverse is also true. lt is often possible to figure out the meaning of a base wordthat a suffix is attached to by knowing whalthe word with tne suffix means.
T:ygu"t, the only way to be sure about a word,s precise meaning is to consurt adigital or print resource, such as a dictionary or glossary.

Exercise A: using Famiriar suffixes to Determine Meaning
Think about the meaning of the base word or root and the suffix to figure outthe meaning of each underlined word. circle the letter of the correct answer.

l. lf you thought an action was distastefur, you wourd think it was

Class Date

a. secretive. b. unpleasant. c. dangerous.

2, People engaged in gollaboration are

a. fighting. b. having fun. c. working together.

Another word for a deceitful statement is a

a. lie. b. joke. c. mistake.

Those who promote the centralization of a public library would want it located
a. near them. b. far away. c. in the middle of town.

A fretful baby is one who is
a. fussy. b. happy.
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c. chubby.
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Not all suffixes are as familiar as -tion and -ful. Here are some common suffixes
found in English words and how they affect the part of speech of the base word
or root:

Keep in mind that not every word that ends with any of the suffixes shown
above is necessarily the paft of speech indicated. For example, rubbery
is an adjective, not a noun, and chicken is a noun, not a verb. There are
many exceptions, but learning that the given suffixes often form the parts of
speech shown can be useful.

It is also important to remember that adding a suffix may modify a base word!
spelling. Decision, for example, comes from decide, and permission comes from
permit.

lf you come across a word that has a suffix that often creates a certain part of
speech, but the word is not functioning as that part of speech in the sentence,
you must look in a dictionary or glossary to find out its meaning.
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Noun-Forming Suffixes Examples

-ery bakery scenery

-sion decision, permission

Uerb-Forming Suffixes Examples

-en liken, shorten

-ifv magnify, classify

Adiective-Forming 5 uff ixes Examples

-ive active, massive

-ose morose, verbose
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Exercise B: using suffixes to Determine part of speech and Meaning
use the chart on the previous page and your knowledge of base words and
roots to answer the following questions. (Remember that adding a suffix may
modify a base word's spelling.) write your answers on the lines provided.

5. What part of speech is sportive most likely to be?

7. To say that a dog shows submission means that it

8. What part of speech is grandiose most likely to be?

9. What kind of thing can you get at an eatery?

10. What part of speech is embolden most likely to be?

I l. To solidify something is to make it

12. What part of speech is crockery most likely to be?

15. What do you do to cause the compression of something?
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Week 3

(Green) Topic Sentence

(Yellow) Key Idea

(Red) Explain

(Red) Explain

(Red) Explain

(Yellow) Key Idea

(Red) Explain

(Red) Explain

(Red) Explain

(Green) Conclusion


